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A finance graduate from University of Tampa in Florida, Rifa
loves extreme sports including drag racing, scuba diving, shark
diving and others. “The members in each of those groups were
practicing other sports too, so they told me about them and I
tried them out. When I got bored as there was no competition, I
tried a new sport, until I found skydiving, which was the most
exciting, and I love it. I don’t think I will get bored of it as there is
no limit to it, and it’s systematically developing. It includes an
adrenaline rush and excitement, and is an extreme sport, which
always offers something new,” enthused Rifai.

Safety first
Rifai is lucky not to have been involved in any serious acci-

dents. “I always care about safety first, especially since this is only
a hobby. For instance, I postpone my jump if weather conditions

are bad, or don’t jump if the place is not suitable. I always do my
homework before jumping to avoid getting hurt. But I have wit-
nessed people getting injured during a BASE jump or skydive
many times,” he pointed out.

There are no special exercises or training for skydiving or BASE
jumping, but a person should be fit as weight plays a role. “There
is a special parachute for each weight. The jumper should be over
18 years old and should not weigh more than 100 kg,” Rifai said.
In skydiving, a person jumps from a plane from 14,000 feet. “The
free fall takes between one to three minutes depending on the
suit before the parachute opens, then between 10 to 20 minutes
depending on the parachute. Those who don’t want to get a
license can try it and jump for fun with an instructor, which is
called tandem. Skydiving is easier as the parachute has room to
open in any direction, with a spare one too, and the jumper can
handle the situation. In BASE jumping, if the parachute doesn’t
open in the correct way and in the right direction, the jumper
may hit a bridge or building. This has happened, and that’s why
they should pass 200 skydiving jumps so they have enough expe-
rience,” he noted. 

Local limits
Till date, Rifai has participated in over 10 international champi-

onships. He is planning to organize a BASE jumping champi-
onship in Kuwait, although it’s a difficult task. “It’s not easy to
hold such an event here as we face problems getting approval
from the building. I’m working on it since more than a year. There
are about 60 skydivers in Kuwait and we submitted an application
to the Public Authority for Youth and Sports to set up a club three
years ago, but we haven’t received a response yet. We need an
official club in Kuwait so we are able to participate internationally,
as there are some championships that we can’t participate in
unless we have a club. We also aim to start skydiving activities in
Kuwait,” he added.

Rifai is grateful that his family supports him, and his wife even
encourages him and accompanies him on his trips to various
championships. Also, during Kuwait’s National Day, he has flown
with the flag of Kuwait in Spain, Netherlands, US, UAE, Norway
and Switzerland. He has also skydived with the largest Kuwaiti
flag. “To do this, I underwent special training. I also created the
Kuwaiti flag from colored smoke with two others, as I always aim
to come up with new ideas for the National Day. This year I’m
working on a new, innovative concept that has never taken place
before - it will be a surprise,” Rifai concluded.       
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